PG&E: Awaiting go-ahead on Diablo
BY JAY ALL1NG
D ally C o -E d ito r

Delicately designed, detailed
displays and a polite host greet
tourists at Pacific Gas and Elec
tric’s elaborate nuclear information
center.
It is all part of PGAE’s push to
improve its public image and shore
up the case for nuclear power. The
company is trying hard to convince
people that its SI.6 billion Diablo
Canyon nuclear power plant is a
benefit to California.

Four reporters
and
two
photographers—representing three
S an Luis O b isp o C o u n ty
newspapers—assembled recently
for a media-only tour of Diablo
Canytn.
Media tours, m which PGfcE has
ushered most of the coastal
publications through the plant,
began Sept. 1, said Information
Specialist Chris Piper. Piper leads
groups once and sometimes twice
daily through the plant.
Piper began the tour at the

Highway 101 Nuclear Infomation
Center by exposing what he said are
common misunderstandings:
Could a nuclear plant explode?
No way, said Piper. The plants
do not work on the same principle
as do nuclear bombs and they are
not ran with the same con
centration of nuclear material.
Wouldn’t the plant be a health
hazard to nearby dtics?
No, answered Piper. * The
radiation received per year from
nuclear power plants one-fourth

mile from the site—called the Fence
Post Dose—is less than that from
one chest x-ray(7).
What about nuclear waste?
Piper said methods already
known and proven are effective for
storing nuclear waste such as
containing it in a glass matrix
which is then placed in a steel
container and buried in salt mines.
He said he hopes the industry has
decided on an approach by the time
Diablo Canyon flips on its elec
trical switch to distribute energy

capable of lighting three San
Franciscos.
But it is hard to sell a product
which so stirs public discontent.
Last June 20, 300,000 people
gathered about 13 miles north of
the plant at Camp San Luis Obispo
to protest nuclear power.
In February the Abalone
Alliance—an assemblage o f
Central Coast anti-nuke ad
vocates—testified against PGAE at
seismic hearings for the plant.
None of that was mentioned as
Piper chauffeured the group p u t
the guard station, past seven miles
of fields, p u t the portable cement
mixing plant tothe 738-acre reactor
site.
“ We have a couple of eagles out
here and deer all over the place,’’
said Piper at the plant site.
Piper led the group to the
company’s on-site visitor center.
Before PG&E stopped public tours
to the facility about two years ago,
this served as an information center
to visitors.
Inside, up-to-date equipment can
detect bombs and weapons on
visitors. One chemical-sensitive
scanner “ sniffs” the bodies of

p h o to essay
pages 8 and 9
visitors for bomb substances.
PG&E takes no chances. Piper
said.
Beyond the physical and elec
trical searches, reporters were led
to the heart of nuclear con
troversy-completed reactor Unit
I. Lined by three-eighths inch steel,
wrapped by one and three-quarter
inch bars and coated with three feet
of concrete, the reactor vessel si*s
within a cement pit.
Piper said the reactor building,
which appears from a distance to
be a huge Roman helmet, is one of
the safest spots on the Central
Coast.

S h Diablo, paga 8

Random phoning of 5 0 0 students

ASI survey enables students to tell it like it is
The ASI has devised a survey to
The survey idea was devised by
give students a chance to express Tony Kranz, a member of the
their feelings on campus issues.
Instructional^ Related Activities
Student officers plan to bridge a Committee
communication gap through a
In general the ASI wants to know
random telephone survey of 500 whether students favor the sale of
students.
alcohol at a specific campus
"W e're hopefully working for location, whether they prefer
our constituents," said Neil
M eyers,
stu d en t
se n a to r.
"Sometimes it’s difficult with 20
people working at the top "
ASI has enlisted statistics major
BY VICKI MILLER
Eric Ebcrhard to select a 500DaMy S t a n W rtta .
person cross-section of the student
Not Robert Redford but celestial
body by computer. By polling the objects were the ‘stars' at a party in
cross-section, ASI officers hope to the SLO hills off of Prefumo
determine overall student attitudes Canyon Road Saturday night.
toward campus alcohol, com
At dusk, a car caravan wound its
mencement proceedings and way to a weedy plateau almost
potential changes in the Cal Poly seven miles up the canyon by dirt
athletics program.
road. There a small group prepared
“ Statistically speaking, by for the star party by setting up
polling a random selection we telescopes as they discussed current
happenings,
should get a representative sam a s t r o n o m i c a l
, equipment prices and how lucky
ple,” Meyers said
He emphasized that questions they were it had stopped raining.
As the stars became visable,
will be carefully formulated to
more warmly dressed people joined
ensure legitimate results.
“ They have to be asked in a the party. Moving from telescope
to telescope, they viewed stars,
certain way so that it doesn't seem
planets and galaxies.
biased," he said.

formal or informal commencement
proceeding, and whether they want
changes in the campus athletic
program
“ I consider it a way to com
municate to students the things
we're working on—a kind of PR
thing," said ASI President Rose

Kranz.
She estimated the project will
cost less than $50. The computer
selection process will double as
Eberhard’s senior project, and
telephone interviews will be
conducted by volunteers from the
Student Affairs Council. The only

expenses, Kranz said, will be
computer cards and duplications of
the results.
The survey will affect ASI stands
on upcoming campus issues, she
said. "W e’re making an attempt to
get in touch with how students
feel,” said Kranz.

Students spend evening gazing at the stars
“ Observing is a cold, lonely
pastime. It’s just you and the stars
for the most part,” said Mike
Stephens, secretary-treasurer of the
Central Coast Astronom ical
Society which hosted the star party.
"We don’t like a lot of business.
We’re stressing fellowship,” said
Stephens, a Cal Poly physics
graduate. Stephens said this was
the third star party held since the
society began three months ago.
Stephens said the parties are a
place to talk with people sharing a
common interest in astronomy and
to view new equipment.
“ It's a vogue hobby now,” he
said.
The number of observers varied
between 15 and 40 during the

evening and included Stephens'
wife and one-year-old daughter.
Stephens said his wife is looking
for someone with a motor home to
start a special club for wives.
"They're all going to sit inside
and play pinochle and every so
often wander around and take a
peek at the scopes.” said Stephens,
explaining why his wife wants to
get the motor home.
The level of interest and
knowledge in astronomy varied
widely through the group, said
Stephens. No special equipment is
needed to attend the parties, but
binoculars can be useful. There are
usually about 10 telescopes set up
for public viewing, he said.
“ It's really a good social affair.

even if it clouds up,” said Lee
Coombs, vice president of the club
and Cal Poly chemistry professor.
Harold
Benson,
wh o s e
homemade telescope was men
tioned in the astronomy magazine
Sky and Telescope, brought some
of his equipment to share with
others.
Benson said he “ got hooked” on
astronomy in the second grade.
Now, at 71, he is still learning
about astronomy.
“ It’s a good hobby. It keeps me
out of mischief," he said.
Most of the people at the star
party did not have an extensive
knowledge of astronomy but were
there for the casual fun of ob
serving.
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Letters
‘Frawls” on agriculture
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Pork prison loop
If you run behind the school, past the pig
yards to the train tressel, then turn left arid
go up a rugged- hill, you come upon The
California Mens’ Colony.
The tressel is 2.4 miles from the Cal Poly
Main Gym, which means the men’s colony is
about 2.9 miles from the gym. So close to the
campus, but not close to campus discussion,
or San Luis Obispo discussion for that
matter.

Author Gregor Robin is a senior
Journalism major and Mustang Daily
Sports Editor.

Who wants to talk about something so
distant from our lives? George Brand, the
editor of the Telegram Tribune said his
newspaper does not cover stabbings and
murders in the men’s colony because it does
not affect the town. But what they do in the
prison does affect the town because the
inmates are the town. They are the state and
they are the country. We made them
It may be true a lot of men in there are
beyond rehabilitation, but there have to be a
few who could go straight. It comes down to
a hassel with the whole way our society was
based (punishment fits the crime), but some

inmates probably could use help more than
punishment.
Admitted, inmates have commited crimes
or they would not be there. Many of them, as
they sit there, are losing time which could be
used for help.
I visited the facility a while ago and
walked through the grounds and buildings
on a guided tour. My guide was a 22-year old
murderer, sentenced to 22 years. He -felt
lucky because he could spend the time In a
minimum security prison like the mens’
colony. Twenty two years!
I know he killed someone. That person is
dead and will never be able to even spend 22
years in prison. Is it right though, to put this
guy away and change his life so violently that
when he does get out at 44, he will probably
be even more harmful tolhe society than he
was before.
The last time I ran the “ Park Prison
Loop,” which goes by the mens’ colony, I
hurt. My legs were tired from the long run
ihe day before and I was running into the
wind I was in pain, but then I looked to my
left, at that huge block of off-white buildings
and the pain began to ease. I thought, “ The
pain I feel now is nothing like the pain I
would feel if I was sitting on my cot in cell
H8-A and asking myself, ‘Why did I do
it?’”
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Editor:
., ,
The work of Mark Lawler with the comic
strip “ Frawls” adds to your paper a highly
enjoyable and at times multi dimensional
feature showing remarkable depth and clever
insights. His outlook, from the average
student’s perspective, in itself shows a highly
developed degree of sensitivity.
However, the strip that ran in your Oct. 23
issue showed a surprising lack of sensitivity,
to wit, identifying a (presumed) agriculture
student as a thoughtless antagonist. This is
not the first time Lawler has depicted an
agriculture student as a lower form of life.
Now, I’m not an ag major. I don’t even
know many ag majors. But it seems un
fortunate to me that any group be labeled
and attributed with characteristics not
logically applicable to that group, for the
sake of conveying an unrelated message.
More unfortunate, is that Lawler’s labeling
of ag students is at best “ out of touch with
other students needs, is not something he
instigated or originated, but rather a
reflection of feelings of lot of non-ag
students share.
This is a symbol of our times. How many
of us from northern California share a pre
judged view of those from southern
California, or vice-versa? For other
examples, how about urban vs suburban
prejudice, liberal arts vs applied science
snobbishness, and the rock’n'roll vs punk vs
disco vs country vs classical fan’s great
debate over “ real music” ?
The point I’m trying to make is this:
Prejudice is still rampant in this “ liberal”
age. Twenty years ago, and before, it was
socially acceptable to exhibit what was
primarily race prejudice. This is no longer in
vogue. What has occurred is a shifting in
what is sodlllly acceptable prejudice; the
shift has been qualitative, not quantitative.
Just as much prejudgment exists as ever. As
always, the roots of prejudice are planted in
ignorance. It can be fought by opening
ourselves up to others, and accepting them as
individuals, not as. member of ill defined
groups. *
,
Mr. Lawler, 1 heartily enjiFy your work. I
hope to see more of it and you are entitled to
your opinions. As you must know, comic
strips are a very pervasive medium, and I
hope you remain aware of this. I hope you
do not take too much offense in my using a
small part of your work to symbolize what I
see as a serious problem.
R. Edward Griffith

Editorial "evaluated”
Editor:
The lead editorial in your issue of October
19, 1979 requires a rebuttal. Your criticism
of Cal Poly's evaluations office was
misinformmed, misdirected, and unfair.
I am a former student who received in
valuable assistance from the office you are
criticizing. Since my graduation from Poly I
have been involved in academic advising and
have had daily contact with the evaluations
office which has given me an added op
portunity to witness their fine work.
The evaluations staff supplies a critique of
each student’s progress upon entry and again
in the senior year. Obviously, entering
freshman are excluded from the initial
evaluation since there is no work to evaluate.
It is the transfer students who need to know
how Cal Poly will match their previous
work with Poly’s requirements.
If the student believes that he/she is not
getting appropriate credit for equivalent
work on transfer, the academic advisor and
department should be consulted. The student
should never wait until just before
graduation to question the transferability of
courses.
You citeda hypothetical case of a student
deviating a literature course and then
discovering in his senior year, “ lo and
behold, the literature class never was
deviated and he needs the class to graduate.
He rushes to his advisor and finds the class is
offered only once 8 ye*r> in ,he fall R a f 
ter,” Let’s examine this illustration.
First, only the student can initiate a
deviation petition. The process requires
approval at three levels: advisor, department
head, and school dean. Are you arguing that
a student processed the deviation but never
knew if he had the three required signatures?
And then, because he did not know that, he
could blame the evaluations office? Your
is. also. inappropriate.

.Numerous literature courses are offered
every quarter. Come on, now. How about
some responsibility of your own on the
editorial page!
Granted, it would be desirable if each of
16,000 students could receive a personal
evaluation “ any time.” It would also be nice
to have a personal registration process, a
personal appointment in the bookstore] a
personal graduation ceremoney, and most
desirable « f all, a personal newspaper in
which wexaould air our gripes, fair or unfair,
anonymously.
We have heard from one disgruntled and
misinformed editor. Now, let’s hear from
hundreds of students (thousands throughout
California) who have received invaluable aid
from a dedicated staff in the evaluations
office.
Thank you,
Bev Hensel, Director
Student Advisement Center
Cal Poly

Alcohol series applauded
Editor:
I am writing to express my sincere ap
preciation to you and anyone on your staff
responsible for publishing the articles on
alcoholism in the Mustang Daily I am
opposed to alcoholism being permitted on
campus, and I am glad you are pointing out
the facts and dangers in abusing it.
I would like to express my appreciation to
Jim Arblaster for the way he courageously
shared his personal experience as an
alcoholic. I have been involved in Alcoholics
Anonymous over the last year also aud
understand and can see the dehumani/ing
effects which the disease has on so many
without their even really being aware of it.
Again, thank you for the service you have
provided to the Cal Poly community.
Sincerely,
Elouise Frey

Thanks for Marable
Editor:
On behalf of all students that had the
opportunity to attend Dr. Manning
Marablc’s lecture on The Black MovementProblems and Prospects, I would like to
thank those persons that were responsible
for arranging his visit. 1 would like to
particularly thank Dr. Anne Fowler for
insuring that Marable's message was heard
by us.
Marable was very eloquent and scholarly
in his presentation and his political beliefs
and scholarly intent were very evident He
has a message that must be heard by all
students, faculty and staff. His message is
simply that people must come together and
unite under the banner of equality for all He
has a message for all young people in general
and blacks in particular: become aware of
what has happened historically and what is
happening today around you and get in
volved to resolve the problems we face
today—not for ourselves as individuals but
for the working masses of blacks and other
minorities that are still the slaves because of
the racist attitudes that still prevail in our
society. The problem that we face today is
not a minority problem. It is everyone’s
problem and all of us here at this univensty
must unite as a whole and destroy the evils of
Racism.
Larry D. Craig
Vice Presideni
Muir Residential Hall

Article corrected
Editor:
There was some misinformation in
Friday’s article regarding the proposal to
drop English 104 and 105 in favor of 1 14 and
115. The memorandum was not directed to
the Student Senate nor was it written by
Dean o f C om m unicative Arts and
Humanities Jon Ericson. Ttiis proposed
change was written by Robert McDonnelly.
English department head, and sent to
President Baker, Vice Presient Jones, and
the seven school deans. A copy of the
memorandum was given to me by Dean
Ericson during a discussion he and I t^kol
about this matter. He allowed me to re a d tm$>
to the Student Senate on Wednesday night
This proposal is just that—a proposal
The Student Senate would appreciate
hearing the opinions of the students affected
by this proposed curriculuum change for
1981-83.
Brian M. Schott
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Regroup for 1980s

History today
Today is Thursday, Oct.
25, the 298th day of 1979.
There are 67 days left in the
year.
T oday’s highlight in
history:
On this date in 1971,
C o m m u n is t d e le g a te s
r e p la c e d
N a tio n a lis t
delegates in the Chinese seat
in the United Nations.
On this date:
In
1701,
c o lo n ia l
Philadelphia was granted a
city charter.
In 1854, 1 British forces
conducted the Charge of the
Light Brigade in Russia in
the Crimean War.
In 1954, for the first time,
a session of the U.S. Cabinet
was televised.
In 1962, the Cuban Missile
Crisis neared its climax as the
White House released an
intelligence report showing a
rapid Russian buildup in
Cuba.
In 1973, American forces
around the world were put on
alert amid fears that Soviet
troops might be sent to the
troubled Mideast.
Ten years ago: The United
States and Soviet Union
announced that they would
soon open Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks.
Five years ago: Secretary
of State Kissinger and Soviet
leader Brezhnev discussed
new strategic arms limitation
measures in Moscow.
One year ago: President
Carter named Alfred Kahn
to head his anti-inflation
effort.
Today’s birthdays: Singer
Helen Reddy is 38. Country
Music star Minnie Pearl is
67. Retired baseball player
Bobby Thomson is 56.

Speaker says black
movement declining
BY JOHN KELLER
D*Wy Co-EdHot

The black movement in
America has fallen during
the 1970s from achievements
of the 1960s, and blacks are
“ on the brink of disaster,"
said Manning Marable in a
speech Tuesday night.
“ Many black people have
fallen asleep like Rip Van
Winkle.” Marable said. “ At
least he woke up."
Marable, a 29-year-old
historian and political
theorist o f the AfroAmerican experience, spoke
to an attentive audience of
200 in Chumash Auditorium
about the problems of the
black movement in the 1970s
and the prospects of the next
decade.
“ The movement has
petered o u t," said Marable.
Now b lack s h av e to
“ critically understand the
p a s t a n d b u ild th e
framework for a realistic
future," Marable said.
The achievement of blacks
in the 1960s has been lost in
this decade, said Marable.
American blacks are in the
most serious period since the
Civil War.
Marable cited a variety
reasons for the decline of the
black consciousness. He said
th e 1970s h av e been
projected in the media as
carefree and joyful. Disco,
cocaine and rollerskates have
r e p la c e d
th e
b la c k
movement.
In addition, whites are
afraid of blacks replacing
them, said Marable. There is
a war to prevent equality
between whites and blacks
economically, politically,
racially and spiritually.
A “ new white assault" by
white intellectuals against
blacks exists, said Marable.
Geneticists have attempted to
prove blacks are inferior and
that slavery was not all that
bad. Scientists, according to
Marable, have tried to
rewrite black history.
Afro-Am erican history
was taught for the first time
in a college in 1942, said
Marable. Eight years later, a

second college offered AfroAmerican history in its
curriculum.
And now, said Marable,
the white majority must face
what it is afraid qf—
desegregation and meeting
minority quotas.
The frightening dilemma
in the minds of the white
majority has reached deeply
into education and black
stu d y .p x o g ram s, said
Marable. Black teachers were
hired in non-tenure programs
and in black colleges,
M arable said. Southern
judges force administrators
to hire white faculty
members because of “ reverse
discrimination rulings in the
early 1970s.
“ Hundreds of (black)
principals and superin
tendents were demoted and
faculty didn’t get the same
salaries," said Marable.
Econom ically,
blacks
suffered in the 1970s after
making significant progress
in the previous decade,
Marable said. In 1963 black
unemployment dipped to
se v e n
p e rc e n t.
Now
unemployment among blacks
is about 13 percent.
Marable said the top 20
percent o f all wage earners in
the country are making about
half the total black income.
So, said Mkrable, blacks
have to ask themselves
‘Where do we go from here?’
and ‘What is to be done?'
There are no horoscopes,
no Dead Sea scrolls and no
hidden documents in which
to find answers, said
Marable.
Instead, blacks must
critically understand what
goes on in the black com
munity. Marable said this
means blacks must un
derstand political theory and
activity to find their own
road to freedom. .
“ What do we have to fight
against?" Marable asked.
After his speech. Marable
said the obstacles are great
and blacks may not succeed.
"But deep in my heart. I
believe we shall overcome
someday," Marablrsaid.

Dr. Manning Marable

Doctor helps the healthy with holistic approach
BY MEG McCON AHEY
Dalty SUN Writer -

Mark Schccter may be a
doctor, but he doesn’t make
a practice of healing peopleHe uses no drugs and no
technical equipment1. His
hands are his tools and
patients usually feel better
after a visit to his rustic
office at 1141 B Pacific St. in
San Luis Obispo.
How he does it could be
quite a riddle for people who
are accustomed to visiting
doctors only when they are

By Mark Lawler

Frawls

A

sick. But Schechter invites Schccter said. “ What I do is similar to those followed in
even people who have no remove interference from the traditional medical schools.
C hiropractics—m eaning
uncomfortable symptons to central nervous system. The
“ e ffe c tiv e h a n d s ’’ in
come by for a free con body heals itself.”
Schecter is unconventional Greek—differs from con
sultation. As a licensed
chiropractor. Scheeler said in his holistic approach to ventional medicine because
he believes he can help healing. A magna cum laude of its emphasis on prevention
p re v e n t
p a in s
fro m graduate o f the Life rather than treatment of
C hiropractic College in disease, Schecter explained.
developing in the first place.
“ I don’t feel like I’m a Marietta, Georgia, Schecter He traced its roots back to.
healer," the slighly-built said his curriculum was
See Holistic, page 7

POLY ROYAL THEME CONTEST
*

J

*

Help us celebrate Poly Royal 1980 in style. Give us your ideas for
this years Poly Royal Theme. 1st place will be $30 in cash, and four
honorable mention prizes will be given. Deadline for entries is
Friday, November 2, at 4:00 p.m. Entry boxes will be located at the
U.U. Information Desk, the Activities Planning Center, and the
Library Entrance, open daily from 9-4. All themes become property
of the Poly Royal Executive Board. The Poly Royal Executive Board
reserves the right to use or not theme artist's discretion.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anyone Can Enter
Unlimited Entries
One Prize Per Entry
Please Do Not Exceed 10 Words
Sponsored by the Poly Royal Executive Board
Questions? Call 543-2071

N am e:___

Address:.
Phone-

I D .# :

Theme:

Presentation of Awards— Thurs. November 15, 11:00
Sci. Bldg., Rm E-27
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Hansen

The Central Coast Theater
Music in the night: rock shows vary from brilliant
BY JIM HENDRY

across the stage in a seethrough blouse with a figure
that betrayed her age,
Muldaur tried to put on a
good show but it was obvious
her heart wasn’t in it.
The theater was less than
half full for both shows
Thursday night and a good
portion of those attending
were either too bored to clap
or too wasted to see, let alone
clap.
M u ld a u r d id c o m e
through, however, with a

"SSSSK SEk*
the drunk whined to the
other people in line. "She’s
really good in there and
they’re just barely clap
ping."
The wobbly man in the
stained t-shirt was referring
to Maria Muldaur and that
night at the Central Coast
Theater she wasn't really
good.
Prancing back and forth

spirited voicing of It A in ’t
the M eat I t ’s the Motion and
D on’t You Feel My Leg
(D on’t You Get Me High),
but two songs don't, make a
show. Muldaur’s band also
failed to live up to standards
established by her previous
groups which have included
Paul Butterfield, Freebo, Ry
Cooder, David Grisman and
J.J. Calc.
It is hard though to play to
an almost empty theater.
And after all, it was only
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Thursday night.
Depending on the night
and the show, the Central
Coast Theater ranges frpm
the below average to the
brilliant. For only three days
after Muldaur, Tom Scott
brought his slick Los
Angeles-based jazz group to
the theater and literally blew
the audience away.
"This is our job, our
mission in life," Scott
quipped during one of the
lulls between songs. "Going
from town to town helping
people get down.”
And Scott and his group
did get down.
With David Garfidd on
keyboards, ' Neil Stubbenhouse on bass, Vince
Carluda on drums and
Carlos Rios on guitar, Scott
provided himself with an
excellent back-up band to
show-off his latent on
saxophone.
Solo after solo, Scott
showed why he is one of the
most demanded studio
musicians in Los Angeles.
Using songs largely from
his latest album Intimate
Strangers and an as yet
unreleased album, Scott
satisfied an almost full

theater audience with his own
blend of stylish jazz-rock.
Guitarist Carlos Rios also
provided some tasty solo
work even though he broke
two strings in the course of
his performance.
The crowd being more
supportive than the Thursday
night audience, Scott and his
group played with much
more enthusiasm and flair/
than did Muldaur and hef
band.
Finishing with the song
Tom C at, p erfo rm ed
previously ' by Scott’s old
group the L.A. Express, the
audience easily came to its
feet without any en
couragement from t-shirted
fans.
Aside from the Muldaur
and Scott shows, the Central
Coast Teater has been the
scene of a wide variety of
performances during the past
year and a half that it has
been used for rock shows.
From the Talking Heads
and Ronnie Montrose, to
Elvin Bishop and Steppenwolf, the drab green walls of
the theater have housed
many a wild-eyed concertgoer.
Each show varies, with

both the performer and the
promoter. At least three
promoters: Central Coast
Concerts, Success Unlimited
Presentations and Sky High
Concerts currently put on
shows in the theater.
Being centrally located in
downtown Pismo Beach on
Pomeroy Ave. right next to
an arcade, the theater has the
same problem as does most
of the downtown area of
Pismo Beach—too many
young kids with nothing to
do but hang around on the
streets.
More than one young
opportunist has tried to crash
past some burly bouncer
positioned at the dirty plate
glass front doors of the
theater.
Inside popcorn, cokes,
candies and hot dogs are sold
like gasoline on Memorial
Day weekend In Los Angeles
to the many red-eyed
patrons.
Used as a movie theater
when shows aren’t being held
there, the Central Coast
Theater is a very comfortable
place to see a concert. Seats
with some padding on them
are always a welcome change
to the folding chairs and
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Chumash Aud

774 Palm St.

Nov. 2-3-4
$7*° STUDENTS

San Luis Obispo

WORKSHOP
Leadership Skills
Personal Growth
Group Dynamics
ASK SOM EONE A B O U T IT!
Sam Spoden 546-2476
ASI HUMAN UNDERSTANDING
AND GROWTH COMMITTEE

Entertainm ent

Carlos Rios

SEE US SOON
Your D iscount Card is W aiting
CAL P0C7 STUDENT
T his card entitles you to a 10%
discount on all merchandise
excluding sale merchandise.
Expires June 30, 1980
Name
Jane Doe

Tom Scott

bleachers used for all Cal
Poly concerts.
The sound at the theater is
also usually good. But
depending on the promoter,
it can also be very bad.
Visually the concerts held
at the theater are brilliant.
Close proximity of the stage
to the audience gives
everyone a good seat. Plenty
of crowds have ventured into
the act by surrounding the
stage.
R e s tric tio n s on th e
audience being few and far

betweei
theater
rowdy,

who watch and don't seem to
care.
The atmosphere at the
theater can get a bit dingy at

(T i p ny o u
^v ----- ^
^ Fashion
P o cV ti
At A Price
Santa Maria
Santa Barbara
San Luis Obispo
Oxnard
The prospect for more
shows at the Central Coast
Theater are very good as all
three promoters working the
theater are still alive and
making money. A few local
promoters have laid their
financial lives on shows at
the Pismo theater and lost.
Compared to big city
music halls the Central Coast
Theater may not be much—
but for the Central Coast it's
almost all we've got.

FASHION AT A PRICE
733 Higuera, San Luis Obispo
1777 S. Broadway
Santa Maria

HOURS:
M-Sat 10-6
Thur nite 'Til 9
Closed Sundays

Three Great Reasons To: "Take M e Back to A& W .
2 TEEN BURGERS
Beef, bacon and cheese.
Together of last, in o burger

Pape Burger

2 PAPA BUGERS

2 TEEN BURGERS

dwcoum or coupon
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Newsline

Shah undergoes operation

Mustang Cany

House changes price decree

cancer, for about six years,
WASHINGTON (AP)— necessary to make an i„but that recently an in Feds want cough vaccine
The
American M edical fo rm e d
choice of a
term ittent jaundice had
Assodation has kept doctors’ physician,” the decision by
signaled that something was
BOSTON (AP)—A federal followed by a gasping intake
bills high by campaigning Commissioner David A
wrong with the gall bladder r e p o r t
re c o m m e n d s of breath that sounds like a
against competition among Clanton said. "Information
or the bile duct leading from developing a new vaccine whoop.
physicians, the Federal Trade obtained by word-of-mouth
Until
about
30
years
ago,
the liver.
against whooping cough but
“ He did not wish it to be says children should still take the disease was a leading Commission ruled Wed does not fill this need.”
Clanton said it is jm.
nesday.
known, Armao added,
the shots currently available, killer of children in this
The FTC. in a decision possible to say how much
The demonstrators, mostly even though they sometimes country, and it still is a major
Amer i cans pay
men, were kept behind police have dangerous side effects. - cause of death in developing likely to be appealed to the e x tra
federal
courts,
said
the
AMA
physicians
because of the
countries.
lines and their chanting and
The report found that if
The study, directed by a illegally restrained com AMA actions, “ but we are
shouting was out of earshot vaccinations were stopped,
of Pahlavi
the disease would be 71 times doctor at the federal Center petition among its 200,000 convinced that the record in
By contrast, inside New more common in the United for Disease Control, con members, a majority of this case-supports a finding
of substantial injury.”
Y ork H o sp ita l-C o rn e l! States than it is now. Almost cluded “ that the benefits of American physicians.
Jt ordered the AMAko end
The AMA maintained in a
Medical center, four Iranian four times as many children vaccination outweigh the
women in American dress • would die from whooping risks and that the savings “ ethical” restrictioiis' on statement that “ The AMA
kept a prayer vigil for the cough than die from com outweigh the costs,” But it member doctors ruling out Principles of Medical Ethics
shah.
plications of the vaccine added that there is a need for advertising and other ways of do not proscribe advertising
“ development of a less toxic attracting " f>WfeWS through but they do prohibit false and
The operation was Ipegun itself.
low fees.
misleading advertising that
with Dr. Benjamin Kean,
Whooping cough is a vaccine.”
“ Consumers lack access to may adversely affect quality
personal physician of the highly contagious disease
Infants ’ now routinely
former Iranian ruler, joining caused by a bacteria. It is receive a series of shots that fee and other information care to patients.”
a team that also included Dr. most dangerous among immunize them against
Burton Lee, a noted lym children under 2. They are whooping cough, tetanus and
AM A keeps rate high, says FTC
phoma specialist.
plagued by fits of coughing diphtheria.
Recently, some doctors
have questioned the wisdom
WASHINGTON (AP)— pump, will stay on until Sept.
of giving the whooping -Bowing to the wishes of the 30, 1981, when they are set to
cough vaccine because of the Carter administration, the expire automatically.
rare chance that the medicine H ouse rev ersed its e lf
K n o ck in g price and
will cause encephalitis, an Wednesday and voted to allocation controls off
inflammation of the brain.
retain price and allocation gasoline would create serious
In Great Britain, where the controls on gasoline through confusion in the energy
controversy has captured mid-1981.
marketplace, said Rep. John
more attention,
many
The 225-189 turnabout Dingell, D-Mich., who led
p aren ts have stopped vote came amid expressions the reconsideration effort.
allowing their children to be of dismay by congressional
He called immediate
immunized, and there has leaders over soaring oil- decontrol “ not very well
been more than a tenfold industry profits.
thought out.”
increase in whooping cough.
“ It’s a disgrace to the
But Rep. James A.
The latest study, directed nation. It’s just an absolute Courter, D-N.J., author of
by Dr. Jeffrey P. Koplan of and utter disgrace,” House the decontrol amendment,
the center in Atlanta, was Speaker Thomas P. O’Neill defended his proposal, .
published in Thursday’s New said of the large, recently claming it would make gas
E n g la n d J o u r n a l o f posted third-quarter profits lines less likely in the future
Medicine.
of some major oil com by shucking the govern
EVERYTHING MUST GO
“ Immunization hasn’t panies.
ment’s complex allocation
really erupted as a major
The House action over system.
MERCHANDISE WILL BE CLOSED OUT'
controversy here," Koplan turned a 191-188 vote taken
And, Courier argued,
said in an interview. “ In on Oct. 12 for immediate and “ controls don’t stop prices
part, we wanted to dear the full gasoline decontrol— from increasing.”
air before it did.”
Administration officials,
adtion some critics said might
f-N _ ' i.
-I
LJOl ■ i L^tridv ••
have sent prices at the (lump siding with Dingell, con
tended abrupt gasoline
soaring toward $2 a gallon.
Save on Brand New Fall clothes
The vote means the decontrol would hamper the
for women o r men including:
controls, which opponents orderly phase-out of energy
claim have done little to price controls sought by the
check spiraling prices at the president.
coordinates pants skirts

NEW YORK (A P)—
Surgeons removed the shah
o f Ira n ’s gall bladder
Wednesday and checked^ to
see if his longstanding cancer
of the lymph glands had
worsened. A spokesman for
the deposed ruler said
“ recovery without com
plications is anticipated.”
Outside the hospital, as
Shah M ohammad Reza
Pahlavi went under the knife,
about 150 demonstrators
chanted “ Death to the
shah!” and waved banners
reading, “ A peaceful death is
t^o good for the shah!”
.'o b e r t A ra m o , the
spokesman for Pahlavi, said
following the 2 W-hour
surgery that the shah would
be hospitalized for two to
three weeks.
Armao added that Palavi
had suffered from lym
phoma, or lymph gland
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Law School Admissions Te st

Lawschool hopefuls look ahead to the future
BY KELL YE WISE
J o get into law school, all applicants must
<f n e an exam.
The test is the Law School Admissions
Test (LSAT), and is designed to give an
evaluation of a student’s logic and reasoning
abilities. Basic knowledge and reasoning
ability are all that is needed, to take the test
but students do study for the exam.

“ Don’t let anybody try to tell you that you
can’t study for it.’’ said Phil Dunn, a Cal
Poly student who recently took the test. “ I
put in close to 40 hours studying for the
LSAT.”
There are a couple of ways that students
can study for the test:
—Students can purchase books containing
practice LSAT exams and study guides.
From their results on the practice exams, the

Glass paintings in art show
M ed iev al w orks by acrylic painting. She paints
1. Admission is free.
modern Los Angeles artist on a board instead of a
The display is part of a
Ruth Schrier are currently on canvas and follows the continuing sequence of
display in the Art Depart medieval tradition of sup exhibits by students, faculty,
ment Vestibule Gallery at pressing brushstrokes and and other artists.
Cal Poly.
laying colors from dark to
The exhibit, which was light.
established by students in the
“ My inner realities take
art class. Exhibition Design, form in these compositions,
is titled Ruth Schrier: A expressing the richly textured
Novel o f Fantasy and in exciting affirmation I often from page 3
cludes a collection of 25 fed,” said Schrier.
Schrier said she is con ancient Eastern civilizations
o rig in a l
p a in tin g s ,
monotypes, and linoleum stantly drawing and studying that recognized the im
how surrounding life is put portance of the spine in all
cuts.
body functions.
Eight of Schrier’s unique together.
“ Even Hippocrates, ‘the
She said when she paints
m onotypes, which take
months to complete, are the subjects take their father of modern medicine,’
positions in a “ somewhat practiced a form of spinal
featured at the exhibit.
In making a monotype, mysterious manner” on the manipulation which is crude
by comparison to modern
Schrier first paints an image canvas.
Schrier has participated in chiropractic techniques,”
on a sheet of glass. She then
drapes a paper over the various exhibits, including Schecter said.
He said the “ inseparable
paint, allowing the image solo shows at Glendale
to come through. Oil paint Comminity College and at relationship” between the
washes to “ crisp the image” the office of the mayor of spine and the central nervous
system directly controls all
are applied and pastels over Los Angeles.
Her display, located in the body functions.
the oils result in a textured
foyer of the Air Con
When spinal bones are
effect.
E n g in e e rin g ' misaligned, they interfere
Schrier, who is an art d itio n in g
professor at California State Building, can be seen bet with nerve impulses traveling
University Northridge, also ween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. on to and from the brain, he
hAs a unique way of doing weekdays through November explained. This irritation of

Holistic

students can find their weak points and
concentrate on improving them. Most of
these books offer information about the
different law schools. Students can purchase
the books at El Corral Bookstore, or at any
one of the bookstores in town.
—Students can also go through one of the
courses which are offered to help students
prepare for the LSAT. These courses feature
practice tests, lectures and tutoring. A
number of groups offer the courses, which
cost between $135 and $250. The course lasts
from two weekends to seven weeks
depending on the cost. Usually these courses
are offered during the last few weeks before
the LSAT. Information about LSAT
preparation courses can be obtained from
the political science department or the Pre
law Center in the business administration
building.
The LSAT lasts about three and a half 1
sensitive nerves may re»<ilt in
im p aired
fu n c tio n in g ,
sickness, disease and lowered
resistance.
Schecter said his eight
years of study and practice,
including two years at the
undergraduate level, four
years of chiropractic school
and two and a half years as a
clinical intern, have made his
hands sensitive to locate
misaligned bones.
He occasionally uses a
moire topography unit,
which uses three-dimensional
photographs of the spine.
Although he is qualified to
prescribe X-rays, Schecter
said he rarely makes use of
them.
“ Most chiropractors do
use X-rays,” he said.
Schecter said he is not like
“ most
ch iro p racto rs.”
Looking younger than his 27

hours. There are seven sections on the
exam—each one takes from 15 to 40
minutes. Question type and length of time
for each section determine the number of
questions in that section.
There arc a number of different types of
questions on the LSAT. Included are math
problems, logic questions, law principles and
cases, business decision problems and
English language usage. There are two
different English sections—one dealing with
sentence correction and the other dealing
with writing ability.
Information about the LSAT can be
obtained from the political science depart
ment or the Testing Center. The next LSAT
will be offered in early December, and the
registration deadline for the exam is in early
November. Most law schools require
students wishing to enroll in the fall of 1980
to take the test no later than December.

years, he emphasizes a>
c o n te m p o ra ry , h o listic
approach to health including
diet, exercise and mental
health.
“ I deal with each person as
an integrated being—mind,
soul and body are all one,”
he said.
Schecter not only guides
patients in the relief of
existing body pains, but said
he offers his knowledge and
training in a consultative
capacity for individuals as
well as for families who want
to make their relatively
h e a lth y b o d ie s ev en
healthier.
“ I want patients who are
genuinely interested in their
health,” he said. “ When
they are healthy, they realize
that they function better
physically, intellectually and
emotianlly.”

Schecter designs a health
care program to suit the
interests and lifestyles of
each of his patients. He
encourages the elimination
of toxic substances from the
diet, such as alcohol, drugs,
and fast or artificail foods.
, ln order, to design a
suitable program for each
patient, Schecter siad he tries
to find out as much about
them as possible.
Schecter emphasizes that
anybody who really want to
become healthier can do it.
- “ We have the ability to
make life heaven or hell.
When we’re not well, it’s
hell. No doctor can take care
of the health of another
person. We have to live in
our own bodies the rest of
our lives. It’s up to us to
make the choice, “ Schecter
said.

1
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Operators sit inside

control room testing the

plant. A sign on the desk states “ less kooks, more

said the operators are frustrated with plant
delays.

nukes.” Public Information Officer Chris Piper

Vine# Buccl

This control board panel is one of many being tested

One construction worker leaves the site after work. About 900 people work
at Diablo Canyon now, and there will be 2S0 regular workers If the plant is

PGAE has spent $20 million to meet NRC earthquake standards.
monitor above can detect minute shakes In the Hosgrl fault

The

October 2S, 1979

ind Electric
Frontpage!
" I can’t think of any place
I’d rather be if there was an
earthquake out here,” said
the 28-year-old informations
officer.
Earthquakes have been a
major sticking point in
PGAE’s effort to set Diablo
Canyon licensed. Piper
showed reporters seismic
instrumments installed in the
plant control room. He said
these sensitive computers
would register minute shakes
from California tremors or
the Hosgri fault, located
about three miles offshore
from Diablo.

In all, Piper said, $20 o p e ra to rs a re at an
million has been spent in emotional low point.
seismic upgrading.
“ The degree of frustration
The rest of the control in this project is highest
room was more impressive. among the operators,” he
Here, all plant functions are said.
monitored by a NASA Space
“ It’s their work and the
Center-type set-up. Video delays are frustrating.”
monitors, green and red
Piper said not only the
lights along with hundreds of operators have been awaiting
levers constitute the nerve the OK from the Nuclear
center. For every plant Regulatory Com mission.
function, there’s a button or The uranium used to fuel the
light to match, Piper said. reactor has “ waited.” too.
That way operators can keep For four years now the
24-hour vigil over the ac material which will be used in
tivities within the reactor and reactor Unit I has been
electrical turbines.
stored on site at a well, But Piper said the guarded location. Piper said.

He said it is safely submerged open. Perry speculated the
in boric acid pools, ready to earliest Diablo Canyon could
be used.
be licensed is the summer or
The former engineer said fall of 1980. This is after the
PGAE may have to store the Three Mile Island reports,
used fuel on site at Diablo due in November, and about
Canyon indefinitely if and -six months after follow-up
when the plant is in operation hearings beginning probably
because of government in Decemmber.
“ I assume that if Three
d elay s
in
d ev elo p in g
Mile Island had not hap
depositories.
“ Ideally we do not ever pened, we would have had it
want to store it here. But that by now,” Piper said of the
license to run the plant.
is not realistic,” Piper said.
“ All this just to make
“This plant is older than
toast,” said Piper later.
its sister plant in Portland,
That toast may have to Oregon. But it has never
wait a long time now that operated because of holdlicensing hearings are tb re „JM ,i______ , /

r

The cap, upper left, moves nuclear rods In and out of the reactor vessel. The vessel sits In- side a cement cavity, above. During changing
of the rods this cavity is filled with boric acid to prevent the escape of radiation.

seismic

le riw 4

ASI finance

Tau Beta Pi

The ASI Finance Com
mittee has an opening for a
student from the School of
Human Development and
E ducation. Anyone in
terested may call Nick
Forestiere at 546-1291 or go
to the ASI office in
University Union Room
217A.

Electees, members and
guests of Tau Beta Pi society
are invited to a poduck on
Sunday, Oct. 28 at noon in
Cuesta Park. More in
formation may be obtained
by caHing 546-2317.

Blood drive
The campus Health Center
and the Tri-Counties Blood
Bank are seking donors of
blood. Anyone wishing to
give blood may do so bet
ween 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. on
T u e sd a y , O c t. 30 in
Chumash Auditorium.

Awareness Day
Disabled Student Services
is sponsoring a display of
special equipment for the
deaf and blind from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the University
Union Plaza as part of
Disabled Student Awareness
Day. Included in the day is
an hour of music, speakers
and a skit from II a.m. to
noon in the plaza. There will
be a free film festival from 10
a.m. in UU 220.

Birth control
Workshops designed to
help men and women choose
a contraception method
suited to their lifestyle arc
held every Wednesday from
3 to 4:30 p.m. in the Health
Center Conference Room.
Discussion will cover ad
vantages, disadvantages, side
effects, effectiveness and
proper use of each method.

Paid positions V
Cal Poly’s antique piano
restoration project is stUl
looking for students in-:
terested in working for the
project. Students will be
paid. Anyone interested may
see Dr. Ratcliff in the music
building.

Backpacking
The m ilitary science
department is sponsoring a
backpack trip in Pinnacles
National Monument for all
interested
students
on
Saturday and Sunday, Oct.
27 and 28. More information
about the trip may be ob
tained bv calling 546-ARMY.

‘T h e Sting”
ASI Films Committee
presents “ The Sting" Friday,
O ct. 26 in C hum ash
Auditorium. Admission is
$1. Shows are 7 and 9:30
p.m.
^

_N ew scope
Cam pus Crusade

Resumes

Crawford Loritts, staff
sp e a k e r w ith C am pus
Crusade for Christ, will
speak today at 11 a.m. on the
library lawn and tonight at
7 :3 0
in
C h u m ash
Auditorium. Admission is
free.

Ken Larsen from the Cal
Poly Placement Office will
talk about writing resumes at
a meeting o f the Society of
Women Engineers Tuesday,
Oct. 30 at 1 a.m. The meeting
will be in the Science
Building, Room E-47.

Coffeehouse

Attorney to speak

ASI S pecial E vents
Committee presents Coffee
House, a program featuring
local musicians, tonight at 8
in the Mustang lounge
downstairs in the University
Union. Admission is 50
cents. .

George Thatcher, San Luis
Obispo city attorney, will
speak on current law-related
issues today at 5 p.m. in UU
219. There is no charge for
admission.

Day on bay

Employees of Cal Poly
who are full-time or per
manent part-time and who
want to take classes at Cal
Poly this winter may obtain
fee waiver applications in the
personnel
office,
Ad
m inistration Room 110.
Applications are due by
November 20.

The Downtown Baywood
Chamber of Commerce is
sponsoring an Oktoberfest
which will feature live bands,
an ice cream social, water
contests and costume con
tests. The Oktoberfest will
take place on Second Street
in Baywood Park on Sunday,
Oct. 28, from 11 a.m. until
dark. There is no charge for
the day.

Museum

Anyone interested in dding
volunteer work at the Morro
An . Alpha Phi sorority Bay Museum of Natural
Travel slides
teeter-totter marathon to History may receive training
There will be a slide benefit the American Heart Saturday and Sunday, Oct.
presentation today at 11 a.m. Association will begin at 9 27 and 28. For times of the
of universities in Europe, p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 4 with training call the museum at
Asia, South America and the festivities in the University 772-2694.
Middle East at which Cal Union Plaza. The marathon
Concert
Poly students may study in will be continued by girls in
an overseas program, ^he .the sorority until 9 p.m. on
The Cal State Northridge
presentation will be in0 *Friday, Nov. 9. Donations
Chumash Auditorium wing will be accepted at the Wind Orchestra will present
a concert to benefit the
204.
marathon by the sorority.
Mustang Marching Band on
Saturday, Oct. 27 at 8 p.m.
Admisuoa to the concert in
Chumash Auditorium will be
$1.25 for students and $2.50
for the general public.

Teeter-totter

Fee waivers

Haloween dance
The Iota pledge class of
Gamma Phi Beta sorority is
sponsoring a Halloween
costume dance tonight at 9.
Costumes are required.
Admission to the dance is
$2.75 at the door. The dance
will be held at Station 51.

Them e contest
The Poly Royal Executive
Board is looking for a person
with the ability and desire to
design the 1980 Poly •Royal
poster, button and other
publicity materials. Anyone
interested may contact the
board by leaving a note in
Box 19 of the activities
Planning Center. Name and
phone number should be
included.

Annual haunt

C heck cashing

Santa Lucia Hail will have
its second annual. haunted
house on Saturday, Oct. 27
from 7:30 to midnight.
Admission is 50 cents with a
hall card and $ 1 without one.

Checks up to $25 per
person per day may be
cashed at the Cal Poly
Foundation cashier office
adjacent to University Union
Room 212. Hours for check
cashing are 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

Craft sale

Poly Royal
A first prize of $30 is being
offered in the Poly Royal
theme contest. Anyone may
enter the contest. The
deadline to submit entries in
boxes in the Activities
Planning Center, library
foyer o r' University Union
information desk is Nov. 2.

Drinks

A
m ix e d
d o u b le s
volleyball tournament will be
held at the main gymnasium
on Sunday, Nov. 4 beginning
at 9 a.m. The tournament is
open to non-varsity players.
There will be an open class
and a novice class. Entry fees
are $1 per team. Sign-ups are
being taken in the intramural
office.

Skateboards
A skateboard demon
stration today at 11 a.m.
which is sponsored by
Central Coast Surfboards
and ASI Recreation and
Tournam ents Com m ittee
will feature skaters from the
2-Flex skateboard team, the
Zero Gravity team and the
Central Coast Surfboards
team. The demonstration
will take place behind the
main gymnasium. A drawing
fora surfboard will be held at
the demonstration.
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N EED C R ED IT? « » ™
Skip bills w ithout ruining credit
Receive loans w ithin weeks of beginning this program
Inform ation on updated credit laws and legislation

C R E D IT
PROBLEM S

(N Y (otMenss add S ft Sale* T eel

w ith

Y o u r ri0 m under the Federal C redit Acts

Enclosed is S .
Name ______

T H E C R E D IT G AM E
Send Cheek or
Money Order to

Overseas S tu d e n ts In n a tu ra l
resources management and
agriculture have an op
portunity to study in New
Zealand from February
through October, 1980.
Anyone interested in the
foreign study program may
obtain inform ation and
application forms from Dr.
Conndy in the International
Programs Office in Dexter
Library. Deadline for ap
plication is Nov. 10.
,

"Tired of being without credit or up to your neck in
'minimum payments? With this book you will learn how*
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your
commend."

TH E S E

C t e r o * * -*—a- ----------- -SCrMS
DM O tW f PCOfOS

Bagpipe band
T he
C e n tra l
C o a st
Highland Society Pipe Band
is seeking pipers, drummers
and Scottish-style dancers.
Anyone interested may
contact Lawrence Field at
543-6626 or may attend a
meeeting of the society on
aAy Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
1750 Alto St., San Luis
Obispo.

THE CREDIT GAM E

S O LV E A L L
To o young to borrow?
Now in town/no references?

Theta Chi fraternity will
have a ‘haunted house" on
Halloween for children from
dark until 11 p.m. The house
is at 844 Upham St. in San
Luis Obispo. Sound effects,
ghosts and costumes made by
members of Theta Chi will be
featured. Admission is free.

This quarter only—R.E.A.D.S. Rapid
Reading will let you bring your best
buddy—free—to our 6 week speed
reading course for Poly Students. (Of
course you can split the low regular
tuition of $300 & each pay $150.)
To enroll, call 544-2616 for further
information.
Hurry! Enrollment lim ited!!

“Hypnotist", Dr. James Downs
K

G randm other’s House
Children’s Center is having
an open house on Wednesday
Oct. 31 from 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. The center is located at
the intersection of South and
Broad streets. Refreshments
and entertainment will be
provided.

Why take an expensive
Speed
Reading
Course?

Every Tuesday starting, at 7
PM. Well drinks only. Price
goes up 10* every 15 minutes
til 9 PM.
It's Tipsy Tuesday

1st prize—$20.00 gift certificate
2nd prize—$10.00 gift certificate

Grandma’s House

Haunted house

A vote on the existence of
the Cal Poly chapter of the
American Society of Land
scape Architects will be taken
at a meeting today at 11 a.m.
in Computer Science Room
235.

House of Candle-Lite

Richard B. H ubbard,
engineer and energy con
sultant, will give a lecture on
the technical and moral
aspects of nuclear power at
7:30 p.m. on Friday Oct. 26
at San Luis Obispo Junior
High school. The event is
sponsored by Seaside Sur
vival Group.

Intramurals

Landscapes

GrandOpening

CONTEST
DRAWING

Nuclear lecture

Applications are being
accepted for artists who want
to sell their work at the Craft
Center Christmas sale. The
dcadine for applications is
Nov. 16. More information
may be obtained at teh Craft
Center on the first floor of
the University Union.

★ OCTOBER 29 ★

San Luis Obispo's
Newest, Largest Selection
of Candles & Accessories

-

Mustang Dally

O ctober 25,197*

Pag* 10

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO.

303 STH AVE.
SUITE 130*
NEW YORK, NY 1001*

.fo r

Books

A d d rs sa _____
C ity
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State

ZIP

A llo w 3 weeks for delivery.
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.O utdoors
Crandall pool a perfect
substitute ocean for kids

W . TV*:

BY SEANNA BROWDER

now? Can I go in now?”
also teaches scuba, safety
“ Okay M arcus,” an  courses, spear fishing, and
swered Les. And nine year diving. According to Les,
old M arcus H ellenius Water Pro will teach anyone
jumped into the water.
, four years of age or older.
“ He has become a real fish
“ Even senior citizens take
since he started this class,” scuba diving,” he said.
said Les.
When Matt was asked
Marcus looked mort like where he would like to go
an otter as he floated on his diving, he replied “ Off the
back vigorously paddling his coast, by Port San Luis.”
fins. The other two boys.
Steven decided that he
Matt Frommelt, 11, and would like to go to the Coast
Steven Foster, 9, seemed like Guard pier in Monterey.
dophins as they spouted
With the wisdom of a ninewater out of their snorkels.
year-old, Marcus said,
During a life-saving “ Pirates Cove is a good place
lesson, fathers are the victims for skin diving.” *
while the boys rescue them
Both parents and children
with techniques they had just agree one of the reasons for
learned.
the success of the class is the
Steven Foster’s parents are instructor. Les, a former Cal
scuba divers and eventually Poly student, has been diving
hope to take the children for six years and teaching
down with them when they diving for one year.
dive.
The skin diving class is a
six week course. Water Pro

Patty Staff Writer

Cal Poly’s Crandall pool is
being used as a substitute
ocean by three boys who
explore its depths on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings. With
snorkels, fins and masks,
they plunge into the water
and swim along the bottom,
inspecting every crack.
The boys are part of a skin
diving. t.l*«t . taught by Les
Hutton, an employee of
Water Pro, an aquatic sports
shop. The class is given
through Water Pro.
Les said the purpose of the
class is to teach the children
how to feel comfortable in
the water with masks,
snorkels and fins. “ Those
that are good skin divers
eventually become good
scuba divers,” he said.
A little boy with his fins on
interrupted Les.
"Hey, Lest Can I go in

Sa n
L ui s
Obispo
children getting ready

to practice their water
entry.

G et the facts
from the
Finance Major.
• -

V iO U ls » »
P la c e *

Homemade Specialties
Complete Daily Specials
served for lunch
and dinner!

%

•/

. •,

Also: homemade desserts,
pita sandwiches, omelettes
and hamburgers.
Open 7 days a Week
Downtown San Luis Obispo

964 Higuer* 541-0227

JAPANESE
4 C Y L IN D E R

T U N E -U P

SPECIAL
INCLUDES:

$ 4,095
T

^^Compkrte

•Mob* 4 cylinder* include*
Part* and Labor)

• Replacement of Spark
Plugs. Ignition Points, And
Condensor.
• Ocilbscope Engine Analysis
• Emission Control System Test
• Thorough Road Test

CALL T O D A Y FO R AN APPOINTM ENT!
O FFER G O O D T H R U O C T . 31st W IT H TH IS A D
.

t,

»»

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- -j

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENT
• Check Carburetor
Operations
• Adjust Idle
Mixtures
• C urb Idle
Speed

$ 4 9 5

Slightly
Higher
' .

With this
^Coupon

,

Note Multiple
Carburetor
& Special
Applications

j
■
|
■

j

Good thru!

X CXt. 31st*

FOREIGN
AUTOMOTIVE

543-6474

304 H1GUERA • SAN LUIS OBISPO

We've been studying
banking for a long time And
our Consumer Information
Reports can make it easier for
you to learn, too ,
These helpful pamphlets cover
a wide variety of financial subjects.
Including "Ways to Finance an
Education! "How to Prepare a
Personal Financial Statement!'
“Rights and Responsibilities: Age 18!‘
"A Guide to Checks and Checking.'
and more They're free at any Bank
of America branch

And through our Money
Convenience System,1* we offer a
wide variety of services you’ll find
useful Including College Plan11
checking for just $1.00 a month for
the nine month school year. And
Instant Cash, to help you establish
credit while you're still in school.

It's available to students
of sophomore standing
or higher who qualify
At Bank oif America,
we keep on learning. And what
we learn, we share—in our
free Consumer Information Reports
and our many convenient savices.
So stop in and get to knew The
Finance Major, and get to know
easier student banking.
B A N K o f AM ERICA

i

Outdoors—
Scuba diving a popular, exciting
sport for central coast divers
Scuba diving is not a
macho sport, but instead, a
hobby that anyone can
enjoy, according to divers in
San Luis Obispo County.
“ There is no reason why a
person of average physical
conditipn can’t scuba dive,”
said Let Hutton, who works
for Water Pro in San Luis

Dean Cully, left, helps Steve Scott hook up his
scuba equipment.

' He added that old episodes
of “ Sea Hunt” and Jacques
Cousteau docum entaries
have promoted the myth that
scuba diving is a manly
sport.
E d u c a tio n .
p h y sical
conditioning and training are

Student Discount

the keys to becoming a good
and safe scuba diver, according to Hutton.
“ In our classes you have to
know everything from
equipment to physiology,'’
hesaid.
"Everybody’s philosophy
is different, but education is
the key,” said A1 Betten court, former owner of
Al’s Sporting Goods in
Cayucos.
Scuba diving classes given
at dive s^ops offer certification with nationally
r e c o g n iz e d
d iv in g
associations, such as the
National Association o f
Scuba Diving Schools,
National Association o f
Underwater Instructors and
Professional Association of
Diving Instructors. These
associations are the sane-

tioning bodies that govern
the sport. Each association
stresses education in- its
classes.
In-class education is not
the only form of education
that is important to - th e
potential scuba diver, according to Hutton and
Bettencourt. People interested in diving should
spend a lot of time skin
diving, getting used to the
currents and learning to feel
comfortable in the water.
Divers should* also learn to
know their physical limits,
according to Bettencourt.
“ i think that if a student
learns his limits through a
diving class then the instruct or has taught him
something. You have to get
in the water and do it step by
step. Education and self-

education are important,“ he
said.
“ It is dangerous diving
without instruction. You
have to learn to understand
different feelings and sensations and know how to
cope with them ,” said
Hutton,
A factor that keeps many
people from enrolling in
scuba classes is a fear of the
unknown and a fear of
sharks, said both men.
“ I don’s know anyone
who has been afraid of
sharks because fear is
unrecorded. -Y ou’re not
going to tell someone that
you are scared,” said Bettencourt.
Norm Bobczynski, owner
of Water Por in San Luis
Obispo agrees that sharks are
not a prevalent problem with
divers.
“ 1 once saw a 30-foot
basking shark. I was the only
one who saw it and 1 reacted
calmly,” he said.
“ As far as fear is con
cerned you have to put it into
perspective. It is a fear that
has to be reckoned with.

steelhead
• Jewelry
• Jewelry Boxes
• Earpiercing Service

S te p up to the Je w e lry B ox a n d receive y o u r free

10% Discount Card
879-L Higuera Street
Above Korb’s

WASHINGTON (AP)—
The House approved at least
S3.3 million Monday for a
sand-dredging system on
California’s Trinity River
intended to help bring back
salmon and steelhead trout.
A report from the House
Interior Committee said the
sand-dredging system is one
of three steps recommeded
by the Trinity River Basin
Fish and Wildlife Task Force
to bring the salmon and
steelhead back.

It said the other two are a
program
o f watershed
management and con
struction o f Buckhorn
M ountain Reservoir on
Grass Valley Creek.

* Fishing Tack !•
* Lhm Bait
* Guns A Am m o
* Back Packing
*
Clothing
*
* Black Powdar Supplies
* Archary Equipmant

•

805 / 544-2323

•
?

719 Higuera Street
San Luis O bispo. Ca. 93401
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Sands Motel

California
overlooking
Pacific
Ralax on Iho Beaches, in nearby Mountains and Dosort.
Civilian earoor opportunities with the U.S. N avy
• ELECTRONICS
• AEROSPACE
• ELECTRICAL
• CIVIL
• M ECHANICAL
• SOFTWARE
Responsibilities include design development, test evaluation and
tion of Naval missile systems.

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
BS Degree in Engineering
U.S. Citizenship
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

October 30

Contact your Cam pus Placement Office now

\ g
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\P V M U R A

Sandwiches N
Sit d o w n o r T O G O !

Omlettes served
8 '*4 i " 4 S -

For advan ce d information call
Bob Valles toll free (800) 322-5973

Point Muau. California
Located Tn Ventura County 55 miles
North of Los Angeles
'
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

h

m |l : 4 S o n a i n .
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Home season ends Saturday
Women's
volleyball

This year the Mustangs are
playing their first year of
Division I volleyball. They’re
finding it pretty, tough,
tougher than last year, but
when this, season closes a lot
of folks west of the
Mississippi are going to
know exactly where Cal Poly
is located.
Head of women's athletics
Evie Pellaton explains:
‘‘These first three years of
Division I play arc on a trial
basis. At (he end of the three

years we’ll evaluate the team
to see if they arc viable to
play Division I. 1 think Cal
Poly has the potential to play
Division I.”
Of course what will
determine Division I status
eventually will be the play of
the ladies themselves. And in
this the Mustangs may have
started what may be a fine
tradition.
Last year’s team finished
at 12-8 and fourth in their
conference. This year’s team
is 9-8, but the schedule in
volves much better teams. So
far the Mustangs have fared
well in every match.
They placed fifth in the
Davis tournament, beating
Stanislaus, Stanford, Davis,
and losing close to a
powerful Berkeley, 11-13, 811,8-11.
They lost to Pepperdine, a
known powerhouse and
among the top 10 in the
nation, but not without a
fight, the last game going
into overtime 15-17.
They again ran into
Berkeley, and again the last
game went 15-17. The
Mustangs had won the first
game 15-13.
They lost next to Stanford,
whom they defeated earlier.

RESEARCH

MOVIE:

You’ve gotta adm it,
volleyball has come a long
way in the past few years.
Ever since Wilt Chamberlain
and Keith Erickson, both
p la y in g
p ro fe s s io n a l
basketball, started touring
with pro volleyball teams,
.national recognition and
popularity has come of age.
Women’s volleyball has
been in existence for 17 years
at Cal Poly, and finally it too
is coming of age.

Commentary by
Brian Miller

WALKING TALL
CANADA'S LANOCST SERVICE

SUN. OCT. 28

Send now tar lataot catalog

a* w rmpaaan on an
lubtactv EnctaaoSS.OO to covor
falum goatoga
t m u u ih h

ESSAY SERVICES
■> m o v awwnar

•Alt) 3

CHUMASH
SHOWINGS:

but it went the five game
distance. The total point
spyead told the closeness of
this one: Stanford 63 Cal
Poly 60.
Then came the highlight of
the year, the Brigham Young
tournament. They beat Utah
and Northern Arizona before
running into no. 9 ranked
Houston. They lost the first
game 15-3. When many
teams would have thrown in
the towel against a Houston
team that sported three sixfooters, the Mustangs fought
back to win the next two and
stay alive. They proceeded to
defeat Montana State and
Portland State (last year
ranked 10th) before losing in
the finals to Long Beach
State. And after 11-15 and
12-15 losses, the Mustangs
again took it to overtime,
losing 15-17.
The second place finish
was exactly what the
Mustangs needed to gain a
little recognition and respect.
Nobody picked them to play
in the finals, and they were
seeded 13th out of 17 teams.
The S.C.A.A. is a tough
conference, the only tougher
one possibly being the one
Sn

Volleyball, page 15

RNR

Marie Lundie and Laurie Borgaro
will be playing In the last home
game of the season Saturday night

Step #2.

pm
pm

TICKETS AT THE D O O R

TheShako
ockabout
featuring Shakirs
^exclusive contoured
footbed

the ultimate in
comfort an d common"
sente; in mahogany, tan, black and
white - a color for every walk of life.

snaKnShoesandsandals

when the Mustangs meet Cal State
Northridge. Game time is set for 7
p.m.
---------1------

A career in engineering. You
took the first step when you
enrolled in college.
The notion of seeing your ideas
become reality was probably a
major factor in your decisiofi to
become an engineer.
Now comes the second step.
Deciding where you're going to
put your ideas and training to
work.
Ten years ago, Advanced Micro
Devices had no products, zero
sales and eight o f the best people
in the business.

Today, Advanced Micro Devices
has more than 600 products,
$200 million in sales and 8,000
of the best people in the busi
ness.
We want more.
*
*
4
If you're an engineering degree
candidate witn a solid state
physics background, we want
you.
You'll work for the fastest
growing integrated circuit pro
ducer in the nation. You'll work
with engineers whose ideas
have become reality.
Step to the head of the class.
Join Advanced Micro Devices.

Come see the
m an from Shakti:
Ed Dye
Hera to tell you why Shakti is
the ultimate walking shoe

|10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
FRIDAY, Oct. 26

Advanced Micro Devices will be on the C a l-P o ly campus
Pl«
November 5,1979. Contact the Career Planning and Placement
Center for more information.

Talk to Ed and test walk a pair at:
ROXANNE'S

FOOTW EAR
S7« H ig u tra — In Th e C ream ery
Phone 541-333®
M on.-Sat. 10to*> Sun. 11 t o 4; Thur. to9

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES Cl

M ustang Dally

O ctober 26,1979

N ationals in Florida

After weekend women runners could be in paradise
Harter, who was picked
Southern California Athletic
Association’s “ Coach of the
Year,’’ said the women are.
running healthy and strong

BY GREGOR ROBIN

now.
“ Evelyn Stewart is finally
back, and Sheila O’Donnell
has really blossomed,’’ the
coach said. “ In our in

vitational, O ’Donnell came
in right behind Kate Keyes,
(Maggie Keyes’ sister) whose
credentials are outstanding.
“ Maggie is well on r a way

undefeated runner also, in
Kathy Mintie.
“ It’s true Mintie is un
defeated, but maybe she has
not met the people Maggie
has met in competition,’’
Harter said.
The course at Sacramento
State will be a true cross
country course with hills and
twists and turns in the path,
but it won’t be as tough as
the Cal Poly women’s home
course, said Harter.

now to establishing herself as
a who’s who in America.’’
Maggie will have her work
cut out for her this weekend,
Harter said. UCLA has an

After four weekends of
invitational competition, the
women’s cross country team
is in a position to threaten
UCLA, Arizona and Cal
Berkeley in the AIAW
National Qualifying Meet at
Sacramento State, Saturday.
Cal Poly has a chance to
go to the National Meet at
Florida State, in Tallahassee
on Saturday, November \1 if
it qualifies.
T bs women's team will
either have to place in the top
three at the qualifying meet,
or they can become a Team
at Large, by appointment of
an AIAW committee. Then
the Mustangs would go to
F lorida in the fourth
position. The top fifteen
individuals in the qualifying
meet also get to go.
“ Because our region is
overflowed with great cross
country teams, the Team at The womens cross country team sits on the grass Keyes, 1st; Kathy Perkins, 3rd; Eileen Kramer, 4th;
Large program was set up,” at Morro Bay Golf Course In their order of finish at Sheila O ’Donnell, 7th; Janice Kelley, 8th; and
the Cal Poly Invitational. Left to right: Maggie Kady Wanamaker, 12th.
Coach Lance Harter said.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Three states so far have
established “ silver-haired
legislatures,’’ special bodies
that give senior citizens more
influence on laws affecting
them.
The chambers have no
power actually to make laws,
but they give the elderly a
voice in the legislative
process. The idea of an
elected body to represent
citizens over the age of 60
was pioneered in Missouri in
1973. Delegates, elected by
elderly citizens, meet in a
three-day session and then
follow through as lobbyists
trying to convince regular
lawmakers to put their ideas
into law. Similar programs
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2008 NINTH STREET LOSOSOS
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VITAMIN SPECIALS
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GROCERY SPECIALS
NATURAL SOY LECITHIN GRANULES-1 h On
Hus Calcium & Maynewum

OPPORTUNITIES
General Dynamics, a Fortune 100 company,
will be visiting your cam pus this fafl to tafc to
you about our broad range of high-technology
programs at our 15 operating divisions
throughout the United States
At General Dynam ics you will have the
opportunity to work with top professionals on
state-oMhe-art protects like the F-16 Cruise
miaaitas. Trident submarines LN G tankers v
Sparrow missiles Digital telephone equipment
and more. Plus, depending upon your

dweipline. your career could start at one of our
many locations shown above
To find out more about high-technology
opportunities with one of the high-technology
leaders In Telecommunications, Electronics,
Data Products. Shipbuilding. Aerospace,Tactical
Weaponry and other fields, contact your
Placement Office. O r. send your resume to:
Corporate Director, College Relations.
G E N E R A L D Y N A M IC S C O R P O R A T tO N .C N n
Pierre Laclede Canter, St. Louis, M O 63105

Now S3 99
KAL BREWER’S TYPE-Yeasi Flak#, 12 O n
Ray $4 25
Now 91.93
MAIN SAP-FLOWER MAYONNAISE- 24 O n
R«9 *2 2"
Now91.99
MAIN COLD PRESSED SAFFLOWER OR, 32 O n
Ray $3 24
Now99.79
HANSEN’S PINEAPPLE COCONUT JU K E - H Gat Su#
Ray $2 79
Mm 99 99
Ray $4 9H

COSMETIC SPECIALS
Wa Aro OuantochoS Oa Coooaottcai
9B* OFF ON SELECTED ITEMS
FREE GIFT

With any coamabc purchase o! 15 00 or mow "

An Equal Opportunity Employer IWF
570-3
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volley
From pago 13
(hat boast* U .C .L .A i,
US.C.. San Diego State, and
Long Beach State. The
overall national power in
women’s volleyball may very
well lie in s o u th e rn
California, where for some
people, it’s as natural as
getting a tan.
Three big reasons the
Mustangs are scratchin’ and
clawin’ with the best of them
come from those southern
California beaches.
Aileen Semonsen, Marie
Lundie and Wendy Lewis are
but three members of a team
that when it does play
together as a team, can
produce exciting results.
But more important these
three along with the rest of
(he team may be the
beginning of a new tradition
in women's volleyball at Cal
Poly.
j
All but one of the ladies on
the team is a southern
California product (Santa
Barbara on down). Many of
them played together in high
school or volleyball clubs
before coming to San Luis
Obispo.
Marie Lundie may be one
of the better setters around.

Playing for Newport Har
bor, a CIF finalist her senior
year, her team lost to Corona
Del Mar in the finals. One
reason Corona Del Mar was
in the finals was Aileen
Semonsen, and now they’re
playing side by side.
But they also played side
by side for the ..Orange
County Volleyball Club, and
learned to play together,
Lundie the setter, Semonsen
the hitter.
In her second year of
college, Lundie played last
year for U.S.C., ranked fifth
in the country.- Her coach
was the same coach from the
Orange County Club. But he
was gone after her first year
and she decided to change.
“ 1 heard Cal Poly had a
reputable program,” said
Lundie. ” It’s a lot different
up here. Athletes are placed
on a pedestal at U.S.C. Cal
Poly is a lot lower-keyed.”
Aileen Semonsen had a
sparkling high school career.
When she tried out her
freshmen year she had
doubts of even making the
squad. When she finished her
senior year her only problem
was which school to take up
on a volleyball scholarship.
Semonsen played on two
CIF championship teams and
one runner up at Corona Del
Mar. She also played a
couple of years on the Junior

Nationals team and is still during a match.
eligible. And like Lundie, she
When Mike Wilton was
felt the pressure of the big asked to take over women’s
southern schools.
vollevball at Cal Poly in mid‘]Tm having fun up here,” July of last year, that barely
says Semonsen, who had just left him five weeks before
been working out before an practice began. Not really
evening match. “ I wanted to enough team to recruit
have fun and be competitive talent. Yet he steered them to
at the 'sam e time. At their first-ever winning
U.C.L.A. it was all ‘win ' season.
win’.”
“ When we started this
W endy
L ew is
w as year, I was going on what I
primarily interested in felt at the end of last year,”
basketball and track when noted Wilton. “ I think we
she entered high school, but reached our potential at the
she soon found herself end of the year. We ended up
playing volleyball.
fourth in conference last
“ It was a change, and I year, and we may be there
was pretty good at it, so I like again this year. Both Norit,” she said.
thridge and Irvine built
Like the other two, Lewis heavily also.”
lived within minutes of the
There are still some rough
beach and so she spent a lot edges to iron out. Wilton is
of time working on skills,
still searching for the
“ Actually playing on the combination of six women
beach is great for your in that can generate both of
door game,” says Lewis. fense and defense. And with
“ On the beach it’s a two man
game, so you have to be a lot
MIKE'S
quicker. It helps your leaping
COPY
BOOM
and your defense.”
A COMPLETE COPYING SBNVlCl
Bat maybe the main gear
;7JAFDOimit BlVb
SA N L O IS O l I S F O C A 9 3 4 0 1
in this Mustang machine is
(SOB) 544 3626
the person who technically is
not allowed on the court

“ In the past, coaching a
both center-blockers leaving
the team, there will be a women's sport was almost
secondary,” she explains.
vacancy that needs Tilling.
Overall, the Mustangs are “ The coach was first a
young, but experienced. teacher, then a coach. The
Volleyball, especially for interest or the time necessary
women, has come in leaps to put in waih’t there.”
For Wilton, volleyball
and bounds the last few
years. Aileen Semonsen is comes first. He's given the
among the first women to money and time, and with
gain a full-time scholarship that he is building what he
at Cal Poly. She is the first in , hopes to be a Cal Poly
volleyball. Lundie will be tradition. Volleyball has
come a long way at Cal Poly
eligible for hcr’s next year.
Women’s athletic director for the women. And with
Evie Pellaton has a valid Wilton steering the helm, and
reason for the scholarships a good draft next year, that
tradition could be a reality.
and the jump to Division I.
DENVER (AP)—
pcrienced politicians
not apply.
Carl C. Wilm, a ’ self
employed personnel conmakes
that
sultant,
restriction in a “ help
wanted” ad seeking a
for
suitable candidate
president.
The ad in the Denver Post
simply is an application of
sound business practice, he
said.
"In the world of successful
businesses, key personnel are
chosen carefully, often after
a long and comprehensive

Classified
Announcements

. AVIATION

FAMILY FUN FAIN
Electronic games A pinball*
open from noon 7 daysweek
Next lo Campus Donuts
(TF)

Are you ready to take on
challenge and adventure?
II you seek to explore the Newts of lime and apaca. than Naval
Aviation could ba tha maans to launch your (ourney By the time you
quality to wear Naval Aviator's wine*, you will have laced and
conquered chalteneas that coma only one* In a lifetime tor a lew very
special people. The Navy haa vacancies designed tor those who
believe thamaalv** capable ol Hm extraordinary with unlimited
advancement opportunity and unueuady attractive benefits including
• Starting salary lo SI 3.500: Increases to S22.00Q In 4 years
• Finest High! framing In the world
• Free medical and dental car*
v
• Opportunity tor travel
• Guaranteed Nght training
II you can meal our high standards and you are an American citizen
between IS and 26 years old, with vision correctable lo 20f20. please
express your Interest vrtth no obligation, by ceding or writing lo
Department of tha Navy
PO Box36606
Los Angelas. Cam 90036 213/466-3321

KIM KEATING
Pleas* call Baywood Bromellads ASAP. *262443
_______________________ (10-26)
VISIT A BOO BOO
NEAR YOU YOU.
(TF)
Monotheistic
doctrine
of
i tm
n iet il'nv rnt la
o
'ra
w ln
n nfm
ftr th
t"XJ

T' m
o rah
o '', U
l r ta
m

Prophets and the Gospels.
Wrtta: Tha Truth of Islam. P.O.
Box 4404, So. Bend, Indiana
468M
(11-2)

fP H O T l

Automotive
For aale 62 Chevy pick up w
th*M 6860'. 72 Vega needs work
6290772-7046
(10-26»

w

t

Housing
El Palomar A p ts .— Largs
modem fum. studio, private
balcony, 1 or 2 people, walk to
Poly, 6230 par mo. 543-5224
1230 Murray Av*.
(1026)

EXPERIENCE

THE WORLD AS YOUR CAMPUS

Female Roommate wanted
Own room In nice Twonhss.
Available now can Uaa eve 541

06

<1046
»««l

1 fm In 2 bdrm apt near Poly
available Nov 1 cell Alan or
Stave after 5 543-6762. (10-261

For Sale

1

lik e some straight;
- answers.”

t arn a full temcMer o f credit. Sponwrrcd by the University ol In j"txd«> at Boulder. Participation open lo qualified student? from all
ariredned roBegei and u m v eru tm Semester at Sea admit* *iudenl»
oithoui regard lo color, race o r creed.
More than 60 university courses—with in-port and voyage related
emphasis. Faculty are from leading universities. Vianing area eapen*.
For free color brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea, U ML l l i i l
llnrvetiity ol Colorado. Boulder 80S09. Telephone loll free (MB)
I M - I I U (except Colorado and California). (714) SHI-6770 (Califorma). (303) 4M -S352 (Colorado) T he S.S. U m verie » lully air• onditioned. 18,000 ton*, registered in l-iberia and built in A m enra

NEW WATERSES
Bookcase, headboard, lap
— a M M a a 11M A .
——a
a a ile e le fl
men roes 11nvf, ifBaUf
^p
b o d b ib i ,
finer kil. 6210 S4360M (1036)
LYLE Steel String Guitar 4 Sale670 or beat offer Call Janet,
544-5306
(10-25)
For Sals: New Balance Trail
running shoes, worn twice,
man’s atm 70 Call 546-1266 or
772p6256evea.
(10-26)
For Sals: 1674 Janaan Hasty,
36400 ml, new Urea, am-fm
stsrso-oaasetts, orlg owner,
CaN 546-1266 or 772-8298 eve*.

IfVlWVl

(

SiNSATIONAl SIX
11m . .

B a t. U . INBBA M

h*H O.I it I'D «* ' tlsaad

; A i POST CAMPOS CtttSADC I M

CNDtft PttSCNTS

0

-

2

6

)

CANON FT BODY, 90 mm-1.4,
28 mm-2.9, 135 mm-3.5
PACKAGE PRICE 6225 CALL
RICH 544-8040 EVES
(10-26)

Crawford LorttU.______
til

1

UKA pit bull puppies 6 week old
have papers
Male* and
fa m a la a . C a ll 434-2396
avanlnga.
(1030)

llb a a ty

G ITTIN O TH I MOST FBOM UFI

f

Typlng-reports, S.P., Masters
ETC proofed end correct
spelling $1 per page. Call
Connia 543-7802
(12-6)
“ Instant Secretary" Prof.
T y p in g
Ta rm
papers —
Resume*— Senior Protects Call
541-3617_______________ (10-29)

Help Wanted
Oversee* Jobs— Summer-year
round. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, ate. All fields,
650041200 monthly. Expense*
paid. Sightseeing. Fra* Infor
wrtta: UC, Box 52-CE Corona
Dal Mar, CA 62625
(10-31)
Graphic arts major to help
coordinate club publicity Senior
project? Kan 543-1629
,
(10-26)
Cider, super hash A tasty By
(he gal or disc. Price* for party
size Also apples at Gopher
Gian In Saa canyon S05-2646
( 11- 2)

Sendees
IBM Correcting Seise trie II. Call
Msdotyn eves. 543 4406
(TF)
TYPING *26-2362
IBM Correcting Palsctrtr II. CaH
Martens after 4:30_________(TF)

A D M IS S IO N t

Fm. roommate needed 8127.50
per mo. Share metr. bdrm. wown bath, backyard, washerdryer, close to Poly, cell 543
7361 or 541-4740
(1031

Sail from Lot Angeles, February 3, 1980, and from
Seattle, September 3, 1980, to the Orient, South
east A sia, India, Egypt (Sues Canal) and the
Mediterranean.
Apply now.

search,” he added.
For Wilm, a suitable
candidate must have no
political experience or ties
and he or she must have a
successful e mp l oy me nt
record, an unblemished
background, a well-knit
family and absolute integrity
and good character.
Wilm, 61, conceded he
might, have a hard time
finding someone with those
qualifications and he said he
expects most responses to his
ad to be from “ kooks who
are answering just because
they need a job.”

A D M IltlO M t

MM

Sam's Offlcb Service
iiSOLoeOaoe VaMey Rd.
5443200
(TF)
STEREO REPAIR Service by
axpr tech. Cell tor low rate*.
after 5 PM 5433620.
(11-6)

SUPER SECRETARY
Professional Typing
5433213
Reserve Time now!
_______________________ 01-26)
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES'
Send 8100 for your 306-page
d tiio Q ol cottoglat* ru ttrc h .
10,250 topic* listed Box 25007
G Lo* Angelas. CA 60065 (213)
4773226.
(TF)

Tam* falcon or owl needed for 1
day of photo. Call Karan 5416277.__________________ (10-29)
Advertising Agency seeks
g ra p h ic
d e s ig n e r
wi t h
knowledge of layout and prod,
for flexible fult-tlma position.
Cell 7733466____________ (113)

Lost A Found
LOCT CALCULATOR HP96 M
CASE.
WO.
694-6844
ENGRAVED ON NOE PLEASE
CALL 644-1M2
_______________________ (1031)
Found sleeping beg In campus
prklng lot Sat. Owner call A ID
4803164 after 640.
(10-26)

i"

O ctober 28,1979

t ie
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Mustang Daily

W arehouse Sound's
AUTO STEREO C elebration

10 years a g o we w ere the p io n eers of hom e stereo com p on en ts. W arehouse Sound is celeb ra tin g 10
years of brin gin g m usic into your hom e with our famous Wall of Sound. C om e in ., .p lay your favorite
m u s ic .. .m ix and m atch your favorite sy ste m .. .talk stereo witl* our ex p erts. . . join our celebration and
enjoy a stereo e x p e r ie n c e you won't forget at W arehouse Sound today!

let Sounds
IS-50_____

Royal Sound
AS 69 CIO.......

5-Band 50 watt auto stereo equalizer.. .do
something nice for your car stereo system!

*19 with the purchase oi a deck
These 2-way 6x9 co-axial speakers sound loud
and clear in any automobile.

M otorola TC324S

N orthstar NS-2000

This super underdash cassette player has
locking fast forward and rewind. This is a
close-out special and limited to stock on hand.

This auto stereo indash AM/FM cassette player
is a compact design and will fit most cars.

- V

celebrate ourltT _ _
Anniversary at
Limited to stock on hand

Prices good thru Nov. 6, 1979

Railroad Square.1880 Santa B arbara Ave
San Luis O bispo 541-1821

